Give Yourself A Space For Inner Work With
Somato - Respiratory Integration
By Grettal Frysberg
One of the most effective and profound techniques that I have learned when I
was involved with Dr. Donald Epstein and Dr. Posa was called SomatoRespiratory Integration. It was a practice that I started 20 years ago and I am still
doing and teaching it today. SRI is based on a sequence of 12 basic rhythms or
stages of consciousness and begins with stage 1 called “Suffering”. The purpose
of each stage is to help us reunite with those parts of ourselves that have been
injured, forgotten, traumatized and disconnected. It is natural as human beings,
to suppress and avoid those internal energies; but the key to healing is to bring
acknowledgement through touch, breath and our presence. The key to moving
out of suffering states is to make an internal connection of acknowledgement.
There are 12 stages to this system but I often find just doing the first stage and
sometimes the second stage is enough to get me to a new centred and insightful
space.

This process especially deals with stuck energy held in our bodies that stop us
from fully breathing and from moving forward in life. When we are stuck inside
or blocked as we say “energetically” we relate to the world in a diminished way.
Looking for cures is part of Stage 2. Seeing parts of ourselves as needing to be
fixed, as being diseased or not being good enough. We feel we need some kind
of cure and often try to blame something or someone external as the cause of our
problems. If we engage in a stage 2 exercise we enable ourselves to experience
the separate rhythms in our bodies and we bring in communication with less
judgment so that we may get to know these separate parts without judgment.
Listening to our different rhythms within is essential and for the first time you are
paying attention to a neglected part of yourself.
This part needs
acknowledgement and expression. As we increase our ability to communicate
within we realize there is a channel that connects us to our inner light and
radiates to our outer light. We find a new power that asks us to surrender all we
know into a greater knowing.
*Grettal Does SRI workshops and integrates SRI into her one on one healing work

